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A Thousand Points of Light
Knowledgebase, a path for salvation?
By Colin Taylor
When George H W Bush used this phrase he was referring to diversity. I think that this phase aptly characterizes the plight of
many organizations that struggle with managing their knowledge and information.
Knowledge management was fairly straightforward for many years. There was a binder or a manual that was written and
developed to assist the user in understanding the system, product, procedure, process, or service. When questions arose in the
office or in the call center the binder was the oracle of truth. “If its’ in the book it must be right”. Doing it by the book became
cliché.
But as the accessibility to and the generation of information grew through the internet and corporate intranets more and more
information became available. Updating the hard copy ‘book’ became viewed as a time consuming and unnecessary task as it could
be now provided electronically.
Companies began putting their information and knowledge on internal sites (intranets) and externally on their public internet sites.
Ownership of these tasks was migrated to webmasters and IT departments whose primary role was to keep the infrastructure and
sites functioning. They would put up whatever they were asked to. There was little concern for the content, or currency of the
content as it wasn’t their responsibility. As more content, information and knowledge was created more people within the
organization were given the right to post and add content. The increased availability and ease of access to this information was a
great boon for business. Information and answers could be found and often found quickly and easily.
However problems soon began to crop up. Too much information, duplicated and/or conflicting information began to clutter the
virtual ‘book’. The cause: while companies had become very adept at creating, posting and sharing information and knowledge,
they hadn’t developed the corollary skills of maintaining, renewing and retiring this same information.
For call and contact centers this could be specifically problematic. Customers could research their question or query and then
phone the call center only to get a different answer. For one of our clients ‘Answer Shopping’ became so rampant that over 20% of
all inquiries cited different answers the caller had found on their own. The callers often called back repeatedly until they received
the answer they were seeking. This client a well known international charity knew they had a problem with knowledge
management. They just didn’t know how significant it was.
Research showed that for many important processes there were up to five answers or descriptions of how to complete the
procedure. Digging a little deeper TRG discovered that all five had been accurate at one time, although only one was correct today.
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This discovery, combined with the cost impact of fielding multiple calls for ‘answer shopping’ clients and the overall confusion
that multiple correct answers created prompted the client to start a program with The Taylor Reach Group, Inc (TRG) to build a
knowledgebase to identify and categorize all organizational knowledge.
The first step in the process was to identify what was presently available on the intranet, internet and through all other media (hard
copy, electronic, forms etc.). This exercise resulted in more than 100,000 knowledge points being identified. A knowledge point
being any identifiable piece of information that provided guidance, instruction, document/forms related to a business process or
procedure.
The second step was to identify the individuals within the organization who were best qualified to verify each individual
knowledge point. This exercise resulted in identifying more than 100 Subject Matter Experts (SME’s) within the organization. This
was then taken up to the management level to find who was the ultimate owner of the knowledge point or Subject Matter Owners
(SMO’s).
The knowledge management structure that was developed for this client then included:
• Knowledge points: any identifiable piece of information that provided guidance, instruction, document/forms
related to a business process or procedure.
• SME: the individual best qualified to confirm, correct and maintain knowledge.
• SMO’s (Subject Matter Owners): The individual who has primary business ownership for the knowledge points
and SME’s related to specific knowledge. And who was therefore responsible to the business and approved any
changes, additions or deletions.
A rigorous review of all knowledge points with all SME’s was implemented using this structured approach. Each knowledge point
was assessed, validated (confirmed to be correct and appropriate), incorrect (where a new knowledge point needs to be created). A
timetable was established to create any required new knowledge points and an approval process was established to require SMO
sign off on all new knowledge before it could be loaded into the knowledgebase.
All validated knowledge points required a defined review cycle of between 30 days to annual review. Once the review cycle was
established the SME would receive an email requesting that they review a specific knowledge point and confirm if the knowledge
was: still accurate or required modification or deletion. The SME was further asked to identify when this would be completed.
Thirty days after the original email was sent to the SME, the system escalated the review to the SMO, so that they could follow up
and ensure that the knowledge was reviewed and changed if required to be corrected.
The last element of imbedding the knowledge management process within the client organization was to modify the position
descriptions for each SME and SMO to specifically identify the knowledge that the position was responsible for. This allowed the
ability to manage the staff going forward. Once SMO sign off was achieved ‘approved’ knowledge. Each ‘approved’ knowledge
point identified was added to the knowledgebase.
This was a significant process that resulted in a more efficient contact center and less confusion on all sides. The knowledge
management structure created then allowed the organization to implement technology to provide access and support the
dissemination of organizational knowledge.
With a large undertaking such as this one; 100,000 individual knowledge points, over 100 SME’s and 20+ SMO’s, I am often
asked how we did it. My response is always the same…”it is just like eating an elephant, you have to do it one bite at a time”.
Let us know what you think of this article, please visit www.thetaylorreachgroup.com or send us an email at
info@thetaylorreachgroup.com.
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Inside the Mind of the Outsource Agency
By Colin Taylor, Founder & CEO
Anything you are doing today could be outsourced. This article is not about whether you should or shouldn’t outsource: that is a
business decision only you can make. Rather this article strives to provide some insight into the outsource agency’s mind and what
lies behind their contact delivery and rate structures. By being informed you will be better equipped in any future dealings you
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have with outsourcers.
All existing channels (calls chat and email) in any call or contact center could conceivably be processed by an outsourcer. Voice
calls need only to be directed to the outsourcer by the client or their Telco (see the routing approaches below for more detail). Both
chat and email can be delivered regardless of whether the application is local or hosted. If hosted they can be processed from any
location that has access to a decent internet connection. To have the outsourcer handle email or chats only requires that they have
licenses. Additional licenses may be required and can be purchased or assigned by the client. Some local applications of chat
and/or email can require extension of the switch.
There are a number of routing approaches to deliver calls to an outsourcing that you may wish to consider:
1.

Contingent overflow
Calls only overflow from the client queue(s) once a specific threshold is met. This threshold could 5 minutes on hold, 21st
call in queue etc. However if the call is going to be forwarded from the client queue to the outsourcer then a second line
(on the client switch) will need to be available to carry this call. You will need to review the number of lines /circuits
available and ensure adequate circuits. If not, this may pose some problems, such as not being able to forward calls as no
lines are available.
A second consideration is that this process may increase long distance charges. The client presently pays the 800 number
fees associated with the incoming call. In order to send the second call to an outsourcer through this process a second line
is required and a second long distance charge will apply to the call.

2.

Allocation Routing
Calls are routed to the outsourcer based upon a defined allocation. This allocation can be a fixed number such as 1,000
calls per day or a percentage of calls such as 10% of traffic. Geographic (based on Area Codes) and time zone routing can
also be implemented. In all cases the routing can be set up, to be allocated in the ‘cloud’ by your Telco. The cloud routes
these calls directly to the outsourcer and not to the client. As a result no additional circuits, lines or long distance charges
would be incurred.

3.

Time of day routing
This allows a client to effectively shorten the work day in the in-house center and route calls outside of the defined hours
to the outsourcer. For example if the in-house operating hours were 9 am to 5 pm all calls outside of this window could be
sent to an outsourcer. This could include 7 x 24 operation, over a holiday or peak season. It could also serve to flatten out
the morning demand somewhat. This consolidation of operating hours could allow the client to staff more agents during
peak periods and handle more contacts.

4.

Overflow routing
This directs calls to an outsourcer only when all client lines are busy, engaged or when the specified in-house queue depth
is met. This can increase the total number of calls handled by increasing overall queue depth.
Many of the above routing models can be used in combination.
Regardless of how the traffic is delivered to the outsourcer, time and effort must be devoted to training the outsource agency staff.
The most common approach is to employ a ‘Train the Trainer’ model, where the client would train the outsourcer’s trainer who in
turn would train the outsourcer’s agent. There is often a fee attached to this process and either the Trainer goes to the outsourcers
site or the outsource trainer comes to the client location (both incur additional expenses). While the outsource agents are trained,
there is generally a fee per agent training hour that is incurred.
Fee structures employed by outsource agencies tend to follow one or more of the following models:
1.

Cost per minute.
The outsourcer charges a set fee for each minute of time their agents are working on the client program. These rates are
either based upon talk time (ATT); the actual time spent speaking with a customer or handle time (AHT); the total time
spent working on the customer request. It is important to note that ATT can be supported by reports from the outsource
vendor switch or from the Telco (as long as a dedicated telephone number is being employed).
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2.

3.

AHT is supported only by a report from the vendor switch and can easily incorporate wasted time if the agent so enters it.
From a philosophical perspective to maximize revenue it would be in the outsourcers’ best interest to have the calls take
longer as they charge based on time. Ethical firms would never do this, but like in any industry there are always ‘bad
actors’ who will take advantage of the unsuspecting.
Cost per call. Under this fee model the outsource agency charges the client a pre determined price for each call handled.
From a philosophical perspective to maximize revenue it would be in the outsourcers’ best interest to make the calls as
short as possible to improve their profit margin per call. The same disqualifier as above can be cited here.
FTE- Or Full Time Equivalent. This model is essentially an hourly based model with the client paying a fixed rate for
each hour an agent is working on the client program. Note this is based on staffed hours and not on talk time or handle
time, so a 60 minute hour not 60 minutes on calls.

Outsourcers may also charge Set Up, installation, connectivity and Telco usage charges. It is essential that what the fees are and
what they cover is well documented and understood. Most outsourcers can also have the Telco charges directly billed to you.
The classes of service that outsource vendors can offer would include: Pure Dedicated, Dedicated and Shared. In the pure
dedicated model the agent works exclusively for the client. In the Dedicated model the agent works exclusively for the client when
scheduled, but may also be scheduled to service other clients during other shifts. Shared service involves a pool of agents who take
calls for a number of clients during the same shift periods, so one call for client A, then client B, then a client call etc. The more
practice an agent receives, the better they will perform and the more efficient they will be.

Pure Dedicated service will generally allow the agents to be better trained employ and retain their training and knowledge and
consequently perform better.
The Dedicated shift model can erode effectiveness as the agent also works periodically on other programs, not employing their
client specific knowledge and training.
In the shared model knowledge and training erode quickest and quality tends to be the worst of the three options.
The costs for the classes of service range from Pure Dedicated being the highest to Shared being the lowest. Volumes and pricing
structures also affect the selection of class of service.
It is simple to add a new client program to Shared service, but outsourcers will be reluctant to offer either dedicated model unless
they are assured reasonable revenue (FTE model). To provide dedicated service without ‘volume guarantees’ on a ‘per minute’ or
‘per call’ basis reflects a risk that many outsourcers avoid.
Location of the outsourcer is also a factor to be considered. While offshoring to India or the Philippines is certainly an option it is
not considered in this article. Within North America there are differences between Canadian and US outsource vendors.
Generally speaking US firms have higher fees than Canadian firms. A recent study completed by TRG identified Canadian
outsource vendor prices (in Canadian dollars) ranging from $0.65 per minute to a high of $0.87 per minute, based upon 30 full
time agents Monday to Friday. The US costs averaged 15% higher. Note that price would likely increase by 30% or more with
fewer than 10 FTE (full time equivalents) requirements. With the currency conversion the relative difference can move on a daily
basis. Of course the rates are also impacted by the Service Levels agreed to, the higher the performance standard the higher the
cost to deliver the service.
The timing to implement a program with an outsourcer also needs to be considered. Calls routed from a client to an outsourcer
require receiving line(s) at the outsource location. In the case of Shared service these lines may already be in place. However for
dedicated service dedicated telephone lines will need to be in place. Telco routing changes will generally require 2-3 weeks to put
in place once they are ordered. So 3-4 weeks could easily pass before these are in place. Some outsources will hold extra lines for
such a situation and others will order them as required. If lines need to be ordered a minimum of two weeks notice will be required.
If ‘Train the Trainer’ is employed with two week training, then 5 weeks can easily pass before the outsourcer will have trained
agents available to take calls. While it is possible for an outsource agency to implement client programs in days (I know because I
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have done it) generally outsource agencies will look for 90- 120 days to implement a new client program. The largest variable in
determining an implementation timetable is the length of the training program required.
Finally, outsourcing is known to reduce costs. What is less well know is that the costs for change or improvements generally go up,
while the speed at which those changes can take effect slows down. This is because the outsourcer is usually very well disciplined
on the floor and know how to optimize the calls overall operation. However, most service agreements or contacts are structured to
reduce the costs of operating. Any changes that a client wants that reduces the call length, volume of calls, or other items upon
which are paid, reduces the outsourcers’ revenues and also reduces their already thin margins of profit. Outsourcers also have
overhead, bureaucracy and processes that are on top of those of their clients. This increases the work needed to identify, quantify,
analyze, and implement changes to existing processes and procedures.
The result is that while outsourcing often does reduce direct contact center costs, it often increases the organizational costs and can
reduce both the speed and flexibility to react to market and customer needs.
Outsourcing is successful most often when undertaken by firms and organizations that have an excellent understanding of their
needs and those of their customers, and where the processes and procedures are clear, well documented. Outsourcing can be
particularly desirable to organizations that have well known seasonal surges or those looking to extend access. Often outsourcing
becomes the course of last resort as companies struggle to contain costs.
Failure to understand the outsourcer operating model and the combinations and options can ve both dangerous to the service you
deliver to your customers and expensive as well.
Let us know what you think of this article, please visit www.thetaylorreachgroup.com or send us an email at
info@thetaylorreachgroup.com.

Newsworthy
In this regular column we review the latest news, predictions, and trends impacting on the Call Center / Customer Interaction
Industry. Newsworthy will return next month
Do you need a speaker for an upcoming event? The senior partners at TRG speak regularly on all things contact center. If you
would like to discuss our speaking or just to hash around discussion topics please contact us at 416-979-8692 ext 200 (John) or
ext 200 (Colin).
Last Months lead article “Leadership & Strategy- Delivering both through your Contact Center” is the cover article in the current issue of
Contact Management magazine under the title “Slaying Dragons against all Odds”. You can reach Contact Management at

http://www.contactmanagement.ca/index.html
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Inside TRG
TRG adds ContactCenterWorld.com news feed to website
ContactCenterWorld.com (CCW) is the leading global support organization for the contact center industry around the world. The
newsfeed from CCW will provide visitors to the TRG website the latest news from and about call and contact centers around the planet.
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TRG updates website
We have recently updated our website to improve its utility and access. Please let us know if you have any
comments or suggestions on how we can improve the site.
Upcoming Events that TRG is a part of
The following events will feature TRG prominently as a speaker, presenter, or facilitator. We will post more
details and site links once these are available.

Malaysia- Employee Attrition and Retention Strategies for Call Centers, January 19 & 20, 2010, Kuala
Lumpur
Colin Taylor is conducting this two day intensive workshop. Malaysia’s outsourcing sector could be worth more than US$5
billion (RM17.55 billion) in 10 years if local firms can win bigger deals internationally, said Outsourcing Malaysia (OM)
chairman David Wong. The business process outsourcing (BPO) and call center markets in Malaysia are fast catching up with
countries like India, the Philippines and China. Regarded by analysts as an emerging market for BPO, the local shared
services outsourcing industry is worth about RM750 million and growing at 30 per cent per year. There are now 600 call
centers in the country, employing about 25,000 people. The call center and BPO industry is one of the most labor-intensive
which, based on estimates, currently has a work force of around 200,000 employees for the entire industry and still continues
to grow rapidly. Being an industry that relies heavily on labor supply for continued growth, the attrition rate, which has
averaged around 19%, is of great concern.
Employee retention is one of the major problems of call centers and BPOs given the unusual work conditions, the unusual
work hours and demanding responsibilities on the employees, which many find generally exhaustive and draining. But, since
this industry relies heavily on manpower for continued growth, it becomes imperative that they are able to adopt and
implement effective talent retention strategies if they want to become competitive in the market. This 2 day intensive training
course will help call center managers and team leaders to identify the crucial ingredients to manage staff attrition
This intensive 2 days training course will enable participants to identify the main causes of attrition in call centers, BPOs and
shared services and to come up with effective strategies that can be put in place immediately to increase staff retention.
Training courses of this type which focuses on staff retention issues in call centres, BPOs and shared services are very few in
the region. Therefore, do not miss this opportunity to attend this intensive training course. It is truly a must attend for all Call
Center Managers, Supervisors and Team Leaders to address the number one problem haunting call centres, BPOs and shared
services today - high turnover and staff retention.

For more information please visit the conference web site http://www.jfpsgroup.com.cn/kltrainings/AttritionM
6Th Annual Istanbul Contact Center Conference & Expo, Istanbul Turkey, Oct. 25 & 26, 2010. The
conference theme is The Value Of Delivering Extreme Customer Satisfaction.
Colin Taylor will be speaking on The Customer Roadmap, customer Experience and Customer Satisfaction- Planning the
Journey and Executing the Plan. More details to follow.

IQPC Call Center Summit and Call Center Exchange January 26 to 29th, 2010.
TRG is a sponsor and will be attending this event in beautiful Orlando Florida and holding many meetings. If you are attending and are
interested in getting together, please drop Colin a note at ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com . For more information please visit the event
website http://www.callcenterevent.com
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New Research Study Available
TRG has recently completed a new research report titled ‘Towards a Multi-Channel Contact Center, Email, and Chat: Emerging Contact
Center Technologies’. In this 23 page report examines channel adoption, best practices, hosted versus premise based solution and the
advantages, shortcomings, and trends for both Email and Chat as contact center channels. To get a copy of this report please click on this
link- Towards a Multi-Channel Contact Center

Case Study
In this regular column we review the successes that TRG is part of.
TRG assists Health & Fitness Technology Company manage surging call volumes
TRG helped an established Health and Fitness technology company adjust their operational model to deal with surging call volumes, long
wait times and unsatisfactory service levels.
The Challenge:
This very successful heath and fitness technology company achieved a great coup when they secured agreement to roll their technology
out to a 10,000 location fitness chain. However the as the installations rolled forward so did the calls to the contact center. The callers
were less comfortable with technology than was expected and required longer and more frequent calls to make them feel comfortable. The
call volumes surged and the wait times kept increasing. Training was scaled back in an effort to get agents on the phones quicker. But this
of course contributed to even long handle times and further reduced the service levels. The result of the disjointed training process was
that some staff could handle some types of calls and other staff could not. In the month before TRG was called in to assist the center
abandoned 72% of their calls, lost the center manager and had a service level of less than 16%.
The Process:
TRG analyzed the center data and assessed the staff, training process, volumes and service expectations. TRG developed a demand
volume forecast and reviewed with senior management. It was obvious, that the company could simply not hire and add staff quickly
enough nor could it provide enough training to new staff given the continuing increase in call volumes.
The Solution:
TRG recommended a novel solution. Changing the contact center from an answer and solve model to a triage model would allow the
agents to handle cases that fit with their knowledge, training and skill base. At the same time it was essential that new staff were hired and
properly trained to be able to service 100% of the call and case types received. To gain time to effect this hiring and training process TRG
recommended the tactical use of an outsource agency. Within 24 hours of the outsource triage model being approved and within 48 hours
of arriving on-site the TRG sourced the outsource agency, established call flows to deliver calls to the outsourcer, facilitated the required
data connectivity to allow the outsource firm to create new cases in the client CRM system and had provided training to the outsource
agency staff. The outsource firm received the calls directly from the client queue, opened cases and registered them on the CRM. The
client agents shifted to an outbound focus selecting cases they were trained to deal with from the case list. At the same time TRG
established desired skills and competency maps for the client, extended these skills and competencies and developed and provided the
associated assessment tests to the staffing agency being used by the client and scheduled a two-day initial training for 50% more staff than
the center had before TRG’s arrival. The agency administered the assessments and provided the staff as scheduled 3 days after receiving
instructions from TRG and 5 days after TRG arrived on-site. For this first time in company history they didn’t experience agent attrition
through the training process and over then next two weeks the staff was rotated through the call center as well as through the training and
installation departments to deliver the best possible training and understanding of the products.
The Result:
The service levels began to improve immediately with 79% of calls being answered the first day by the outsource agency. This would
meet the 80% goal everyday thereafter. The non-serviced calls (abandons and voicemails) declined from almost 70% the day preceding the
outsourcing implementation to under 3% a day later. The backlog of cases went from over 400 to zero within 7 days. The staff through the
enhanced training secured universal capabilities to answer all case types within two weeks and their First Call Resolution increase by three
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fold. All told TRG was only on-site for two and a half weeks and yet we helped the client significantly improve their service quality,
service performance, load forecasting, training, first call resolution and customer satisfaction. All of this was achieved at a lower cost per
call than was being achieved before TRG arrived. The clients summarized their satisfaction with TRG’s efforts, by remarking that they
wished they had called TRG sooner.

Classifieds
Services, Offerings and Opportunities for Contact Center and Call Center professionals.
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Testimonials
“Colin's years of Call Center experience have resulted in him becoming one of the premier experts in this field. He has helped countless
companies improve their Call Centre and Customer Service processes, and his monthly Newsletter provides valuable information and
advice for all of those who are lucky enough to subscribe. In one place, you can find industry happenings, statistics, advice on
problems/questions, case study information and much more. It's invaluable, and an easy on-line read, which makes it even more valuable
in my view. I would recommend contacting Colin if you find that you are having problems providing the service you want in your call
centre. Although his business is recommending and providing call centre solutions, he will not hesitate to be honest with you and tell you
that with a few changes, you can manage everything on your own. This is an honesty that I value highly.”
Senior Customer Service Executive, Readers Digest Asia

“Colin is one of the leaders in the Contact Center industry. He really understands the key drivers of this business. He always showed me a
better way to understand each side of this very complex business. He really helped me to develop my knowledge and view of Contact
Centers.”
EDS

“Colin's vision, direction and management style was motivational and inspiring as he grew the business. Working along with him on many
new and exciting ventures I admired his ability to build strong relationships with customers and suppliers, his strategic and visionary
thinking, business savvy, and his supportive nature for his employees.”
Customer Care Manager, BMO
“John was retained by Advantex to lead an prototyping effort to outsource the sales cycle of a new business concept. John and his team
worked deligently on this Proof of Concept, proving that business could be sold over the phone; this was an important step forward for
Advantex, in terms of validating the opportunity to decrease the cost of sales, as well as confirming that it was a viable alterative to feet on
the street. John took a complex offering, which worked in person, and broke it down to a workable over-the-phone pitch. John was a
pleasure to work with every step of the way on this POC.”
VP Advantex
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Customer Reach® is published 10 times per year by The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. Customer Reach® may not be reproduced without
permission.
Subscription requests can be directed to info@thetaylorreachgroup.com or to;
Customer Reach
19 Mercer Street,
Suite 302,
Toronto ON
M5V 1H2
Phone - 416-979-8692
Fax - 416-977-8817
The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. provides Strategic and Operational customer interaction consulting services that deliver Operational
Innovation breakthroughs in Contact Center operations. Download our corporate brochure at
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/pdf/taylor_reach_group_corporate_brochure.pdf
Award winning service and more than 150 years of industry experience serving ‘Fortune 1000’ companies. Extensive North American
and International experience with both captive (in-house), remote agent and outsource centers. More than 14,000 agent desktops
worldwide employ TRG designed operational business models.

Delivering Operational Innovation to your Contact Center
Contact Center Consulting,

Commissioned Research,

Customer Satisfaction Consulting,

Quality Monitoring & Assurance,

Contact Center Technologies,

Outsourcing/Offshoring Assessments,

KPI and Best Practices,

Total Cost of Ownership Assessments,

Contact Center Performance Assessments,

Service to Sales Migrations,

Award winning service...Reach Beyond!

Phone or email John Cockerill, President today at 416-979-8692 ext. 201
By email at

jcockerill@thetaylorreachgroup.com .

Phone or email Colin Taylor, Founder & CEO today at 416-979-8692 ext. 200
By email at

ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com .

Offices in Toronto, Atlanta & Australia

TRG are proud members of:

The Taylor Reach Group, Inc.
E-mail:

info@thetaylorreachgroup.com

www.thetaylorreachgroup.com
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